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is enormous it is surprising that the claims of cotton-

seed oil as food have not previously been more widely
made known. 

___

THE LIVERPOOL CANCER AND SKIN HOSPITAL.

AT the meeting of the General Committee of the Liverpool
Hospital Saturday and Sunday Fund, held on July 24th, it
was unanimously resolved, in view of the grave scandals

recently attaching to the Liverpool Cancer and Skin

Hospital, to withdraw the customary annual grant to that
charity. The amount apportioned to the Cancer and Skin
Hospital last year from the Fund was .f.180.

THE LONDON WATER-SUPPLY AND THE CON-
DITION OF THE RIVERS THAMES AND LEE.

ACCORDING to the report of the Water Committee of the
London County Council the outlook in regard to water-supply
is very serious owing to the very dry season. The con-
dition of the rivers Thames and Lee is described as

abnormal. Figures are given as the results of the investiga-
tions of the committee showing that both in May and June of
the present year the Thames has fallen far below not only
its average flow but even below the flow of 1898. But the

quantity of water abstracted by the companies is greater
this year by nearly 12,000,000 gallons per diem than it was
last year, and consequently the quantity left to pass over
Teddington Weir has been much below that of last year.
The smallest flow in June, 1898, was 245,500,000 gallons,
whilst in June, 1899, it was only 158,300,000 gallons. It is
stated that the Thames is still falling and it is

calculated that the actual flow at Teddington will
in no case be more than 170,000,000 gallons, and
should the drought continue it will fall to a very
low figure indeed. The needs of the metropolis can only be
met if the dry weather continues by the companies exceeding
the limit of the quantity which they are under ordinary
conditions restricted to draw. In that case, the committee

report, this would be done at the expense of reducing the
Thames to a level not only far below that which Lord

Balfour’s Commission contemplated but to a condition which
will necessarily cause anxiety to those who are interested
in the health of London. In regard to the Lee the committee
state that the East London Company is already depending
very largely on the water obtained through the Thames
companies, since it appears that in the month of June
the river fell short of supplying the New River and
the East London Companies to the extent of at least

9,000,000 gallons per day. The Water Committee have
directed a letter to be addressed to the Local Govern-
ment Board suggesting that as considerable anxiety
has been shown by the public as to the present
position of the water-supply the Board might deem it
advisable to make some public announcement with regard
to the effectiveness of the preparations that have been made
with respect to inter-communication. The committee also

report that the conclusions arrived at by the Council’s
chemist in regard to the quality of the water-supply
do not coincide with the returns printed by Sir Edward
Frankland on behalf of the Local Government Board
and by Sir William Crookes and Professor Dewar
on behalf of the companies. For example, during
May the company’s chemists reported that " the water-
supply remains in the same satisfactory condition as

it was last month when we said it was of exceptional
microbic purity." On the other hand, the Council’s chemist
states that as the result of the examination of 208 samples
of water drawn from the same company’s main over the

whole of their district on no less than 75 occasions, or in
36 per cent. of the samples examined, Dr. Koch’s standard I’of 100 microbes per- cubic centimetre was exceeded. This

difference is due, in all probability to the fact that the.
Council’s chemist procured samples for bacteriological exa-
mination from points whence the consumers draw their
supply, while the companies’ chemists take samples from the
filter wells of the companies. We notice, further, that

according to Sir William Crookes and Professor Dewar the
bacterial and chemical quality of the metropolitan water
during June has remained at the same high standard of
purity that has characterised it during the last three
months."

THE ROYAL BERKSHIRE HOSPITAL.

A SPECIAL meeting of the court of governors of the

Royal Berkshire Hospital was held on July llth, the chief
business of which was to confirm the rules passed by the
court held on April 4th, 1899. Mr. Walters moved an

amendment to Rule 30, which provides for the presence of
the consulting staff on the board of management of the
hospital. Mr. Walters wished that the consulting staff

should not be members of the board and therefore moved
that the words "consulting staff " should be omitted. The
motion was put and lost by a large majority. The rule,
however, which gave rise to the most discussion was Rule 74"
which runs as follows :&mdash;

On the first Monday in every month a meeting of the
whole medical staff shall be held to consider the necessity of
the further stay in the hospital of such patients as shall have.
exceeded one month. The senior member present at such
consultation shall report in writing to the board on the
following Tuesday the result of the consultation in each
case, mentioning in his report the names of those present
at the consultation."

This rule was adopted, in the words of General Radcliffe,
"to get the patients out as quickly as they were cured."
Dr. W. J. Maurice moved that the time should be extended
to two months but this motion was lost. Finally the rule
was confirmed as it stands. We cannot think that this rule
is a good one. First of all we consider that it is the bounden

duty of the physician or surgeon under whose care a patient
is to decide for himself when such a patient is fit to be

discharged. If he has any doubt on, the matter-and there
are occasions upon which such doubts arise-he can

without hesitation ask the assistance of one or more

of his colleagues. Such advice would cheerfully be

asked and we are certain as cheerfully given. But

an obligatory consultation stands upon a different footing
and if it is to be anything more than an empty form will
take up a great deal of the time of men who have not too
much to give, and what is even more important is almost
certain to give rise to differences of opinion which will, or
at any rate may, be productive of harm. The rule, how-
ever, is passed for good or evil and we can only hope that
no harm will accrue to the well-being of the Royal Berkshire
Hospital from a too great insistence upon the strict letter of
the law in question. 

-

THE GOVERNMENT OYSTER BILL.

A SOMEWHAT chequered career seems to be the fate of this
important measure and there are indications that if the Bill
passes this session it will do so in a shape which will render
it practically useless as a means of protecting the public
health. As originally introduced into the House of Lords
the Bill, though not exactly perfect, was framed in a manner
which showed that considerable care had been bestowed

upon it by Mr. Chaplin, but an oyster merchant or two seem
to have objected and the measure was forthwith consigned
to the tender mercies of a Select Committee of the House o
Lords. When the report of the Select Committee reaches
us we may have something to say both upon the report
and upon the evidence, but from certain press cuttings which
have been sent to us it would look as though the committee


